Running Wind Jumper Show Prize List
101. Fledgling Jumper 2' 112b
102. Fledgling Jumper 2' 112c
103. Freshman Jumper 2'3”112b
104, Freshman Jumper 2'3” 112c
105. Hopeful Jumper 2'6” 112b
106. Hopeful Jumper 2'6” 112c
107. Progressive Jumper 2'9” 112b
108. Progressive Jumper 2'9” 112c
109. Low Schooling Jumper 3' 112b
110. Low Schooling Jumper 3' 112c
111. 3' Accumulator*
Class Descriptions

3. Accumulator- Horses compete over a regular jumper course
accumulating points for each fence jumped clear. Points for clear
fences are awarded as follows: 1 pt for fence 1, 2 pts for fence 2, 3
pts for fence number 3, etc. No points are awarded for any fence
with rails down. Last fence will have a high option worth 20 pts.
Ties will be broken with a standard jumpoff with time being the
deciding factor.
*This is a payback class with 100% of entries paid back to
participants.

High Point Jumper Award

1. Table II, 2(b)- For the table II, 2(a) format all riders and horse
Each show will award the high point jumper of the day with a $50 gift
combinations compete in the first round of the class. If the horse certificate to Dover Saddlery.
has no jumping or time faults in the first round they return for the
jump-off after all competitors have gone in the first round. If the
Etc.
rider is clear they stay in the ring after finishing the first course.
After finishing the first course the combination waits for the buzzerFree refreshments will be available to our jumper participants and
and heads to the first jump.
spectators.
2. Table II, 2(c) - The table II, 2(c) course format is known as a
Schooling breaks in the ring between heights.
power and speed. This format splits one course into two phases.
The first phase is power, during the power phase the rider wants to
stay clear and in the time. If the rider is clear they continue on in
the course and finish the speed phase, if they are not clear they are
buzzed out and do not participate in the second part of the course.
The speed phase is the same as a jump off, the only difference is
that the power and speed format is all one continuous course.

